Belgium. They are located in the famous Schuttershofstraat, one of Antwerp’s most
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luxury shopping streets. At the occasion of the arrival of Michal Negrin, Vastned Retail
Belgium has renovated the façade of the building.

Michal Negrin is an international brand with more than 65 shops worldwide, it offers
vintage-inspired original hand-crafted jewelry, fashion and home décor.

ACTION

Blokker has decided to leave the shop on the Elsensesteenweg 41-43 in Brussels by the
end of August.
NEW OPENINGS IN VASTNED’S PORTFOLIO
We are pleased to announce that a new lease agreement has been signed with Action for
this location. After some renovation works, Action is planning to open the store in the last
quarter of this year.
MICHAL NEGRIN
Action is a fast-growing international non-food discounter with shops in the Netherlands,
Belgium, Germany, France, Luxembourg and Austria. They offer products at very sharp
prices and they have a diverse and fast changing variety of products. Action has been
chosen as “the Retailer of the Year Europe” for the year 2015 and 2016.

MEDI-MARKET

We are proud to announce that Michal Negrin has chosen Antwerp to open its first shop in

Medi-Market will enter the store on level -1 on the Elsensesteenweg 41-43 in

For more information, please visit our website www.vastned.be

Brussels. Vastned was able to find a new tenant for this shop. The opening of Medi-Market

or contact our Chief Executive Officer, Rudi Taelemans by phone + 32 3 361 05 90 or mail

is foreseen is in the last quarter of this year.

rudi.taelemans@vastned.be

Medi-Market is part of the Belgian Group Medicare-Market. Medi-Market has expertise in the
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healthcare sector and is able to offer a wide variety of products and services of a superior
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quality at sharp prices. They currently have 10 shops in Belgium and Luxembourg and are
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planning to expand the market with several other projects in 2017.
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TOM & CO

The departure of Charles Vögele was a great opportunity for Tom & Co to expand their
current sales area in Philippeville. By moving to the adjacent building (old unit of Charles
Vögele), they are able to increase their sales surface area with more than 30%. The
opening is foreseen in the course of May.

Tom & Co is specialized in animal food and attributes and has several sale points in
Belgium, France and Luxembourg.

We would like to welcome our new tenants and we which them all the best.

AVAILABILITIES

Make sure to visit our website regularly for any updates on available shops.

Do not hesitate to contact us for further information: + 32 3 361 05 90 or
info@vastned.be.

Our next issue is scheduled for July.

